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Introduction 
 Marksim_standalone.exe combines the basic routines from the original MarkSim 
version, produced at CIAT (International Center for Tropical Agriculture) and distributed on 
CD (Jones et.al., 2002), and the new MarkSimGCM web application (Jones et al. 2011a, b) 
that runs off Google Earth. The standalone version is designed for computer users that need to 
process a large amount of data. It eliminates their picking at a keyboard and abusing their 
eyesight by searching an on-screen map for the required data point. 
 It uses the same six GCM model results as MarkSimGCM and the same three 
scenarios, along with an ensemble of the six. 
 It is designed to be used with DSSAT http://dssat.net/  and so it uses CLI files (see 
description below), existing, or constructed by the user, to create new CLI files and WTG 
files for the simulated weather data under a range of GCMs and scenarios. 
 The EXE runs from the DOS prompt (or a system program call). It will read a 
directory, work out a list of the CLI files in that directory, and create subdirectories for each 
CLI file. In each of these it will place up to 99 replicates of yearly weather data and a new 
CLI file describing the climate under the particular situation of GCM/scenario/year for which 
the user called. 
 
MarkSim 

 
 MarkSim was developed in the 1980s and 1990s to simulate weather from known 
sources of monthly climate data from around the world (Jones & Thornton 1993, 1997, 1999, 
2000).  It divides the world into 720 clusters of climate that are distinct from one another and 
fits a third order Markov model to the precipitation data. The temperature data simulation is 
derived from SIMMETEO (Geng et al., 1988). The radiation data are based on the model of 
Donatelli and Campbell (1997).  
            For each of the about 9,200 stations with usable daily data, the third order Markov 
chain model of rainfall was developed. The results were grouped according to climate cluster, 
and regression equations for each of the Markov parameters were calculated using the 
monthly average rainfall and temperature figures for each station within the cluster. The 
model can now be fitted to any monthly climate data record by determining to which cluster it 
belongs, and using the relevant regression equations. 
             Markov models are excellent simulations of the rainfall process, but they do have 
limitations. It was found quite early in the analysis (Jones & Thornton, 1993) that a simple 
first or second order process, while adequate for temperate regions, would not fit well enough 
for the tropics. Hence we went with the third order model. Another deficiency we found was 
that Markov processes ordinarily underestimate the variance of rainfall. This is solved in 
MarkSim by resampling the Markov probability coefficients for each year of simulation. This 
is because the coefficients themselves are only estimates and have an error term. Once we 
reincorporate this error term by resampling, the rainfall variance agrees with the observed. 
 
GCM interpolation and regression 
 
 Table 1 shows the models used in the application. We obtained data from the GCMs 
for either nine or five time slices: for average monthly precipitation and daily maximum 
(tmax) and minimum (tmin) air temperatures.   These time slice data had been previously 
interpolated to 0.5 degrees from the original model resolutions. We used the deviations from 



the climate standard 1960-1990 period and defined the origin for the regressions as 1975, the 
mid point of this period. Fourth order polynomial regressions were fitted for deviations of 
precipitation, tmax and tmin for every pixel in the 720*180 image. Standard deviations and R2 
of the regression were mapped and the images inspected visually for unusual deviations. The 
regression coefficients were combined into a binary data structure for each GCM, scenario, 
and variate. 
 
 The interpolation procedure is an inverse square distance convolute algorithm working 
from the nine points closest to the desired coordinates. This is not perfect, but is highly stable 
and much faster than a thin-plate smoothing algorithm. In practice, faint jumps in the contours 
can be seen as the convolute moves from one calibration set to another at the 0.25 and 0.75 
degree boundaries. In fact, the systematic errors in the original interpolation from the GCM 
native resolutions far outweigh these effects.  
 
Table 1. Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models used in the work (details    
from Randall et al., 2007). 
  

Model Name Institution Reference Resolution 
(degrees) 

Time slices 
in regression 

(years) 

BCCR-BCM2.0 Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research 
(University of Bergen, Norway) 

Furevik et 
al. (2003) 

2.8 x 2.8 9 x 10 

CNRM-CM3 Météo-France/Centre National de 
Recherches Météorologiques, France 

Déqué et al. 
(1994) 

1.9 x 1.9 9 x 10 

CSIRO-Mk3.5 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation (CSIRO) 
Atmospheric Research, Australia 

Gordon et 
al. (2002) 

1.9 x 1.9 9 x 10 

ECHam5 Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, 
Germany 

Roeckner et 
al. (2003) 

1.9 x 1.9 5 x 20 

INM-CM3.0  Institute for Numerical Mathematics, 
Moscow, Russia. 

Diansky & 
Volodin 
(2002) 

5.0 x 4.0 9 x 10 

MIROC3.2 
(medres) 

Center for Climate System Research 
(CCSR), National Institute for 
Environmental Studies (NIES), and Frontier 
Research Center for Global Change 
(FRCGC), University of Tokyo, Japan. 

K-1 Model 
Developers 
(2004) 

2.8 x 2.8 5 x 20 

 
Data  
 

  21 binary files (.bin) contain 2.91 Gb of data for the GCM regression interpolation. 
These should be downloaded, unzipped, and placed into a directory accessible from where 
you intend to run the EXE. Also included in the zip are the MarkSim cluster files. Place them 
in the same directory as the binary files. The cluster data files are avmats.cor, betas.out, 
clusstat.out, dlag1.out, dlag2.out, dlag3.out, ps.out, and sds.out.  
 



 
Running the EXE 
 

 MarkSim_standalone.exe can be run from any directory under the DOS prompt or by 
system call. It requires six arguments with an optional seventh; the call from DOS is: 
 
       MarkSim_standalone path1 path2 GCM scenario year nreps (seed) 
 
The arguments are: 
         
 Path1:  The path to the directory in which you have placed the MarkSimGCM data 
file (see Data above). 
 Path2: The path to the directory in which the CLI files reside. Note that this directory 
will be expanded by a subdirectory for every CLI file and for every use of 
MarkSim_standalone with different GCM, scenario, and year arguments. 
 GCM: The GCM that you wish to use. You can choose from six or the composite 
mean (ensemble) of them all. The codes are: 
 

Code Model 

BCC BCCR-BCM2.0 

CNR CNRM-CM3 

CSI CSIRO-Mk3.5 

ECH ECHam5 

INM INM-CM3.0  

MIR MIROC3.2 (medres) 

AVR Ensemble of six above 

 
 Scenario: Three scenarios are available: the low, mid, and high range of emissions 
from the IPCC 4th assessment. The available codes are A2, ‘high’ emissions; A1, ‘medium’ 
emissions – normally written A1b, but these codes are only two characters; and B1, ‘low’ 
emissions. 
 

Year: Is the year you wish to simulate. This can take the values 2012 to 2095, but if 
you wish to simulate ‘present’ data as represented by your CLI file without GCM changes 
then use the year –1. No others will be accepted. Note that the ‘new’ CLI file for ‘present’ 
values will contain the original rainfall tmax and tmin, but radiation and rain days will be as 
calculated by MarkSim. 

 
Nreps: Is the number of years to be simulated. NOTE these are replicates of the year 

that you specify and are NOT a series of years from that date! 
 
Seed: You do not need to specify a seed; this is an optional argument. If you are trying 

to replicate trials at a number of places or times it might be a good idea to do so. MarkSim 



does not yet guarantee complete sequencing of random numbers (that must wait for 
MarkSim_v2), but the sequencing is quite good. If you do specify a seed then use a four to 
nine digit odd integer. 

 
 

CLI files and naming conventions 
 

 DSSAT convention is for four character CLI names, thus the program cannot add the 
codes for the model, scenario, or simulation date. Therefore it creates a new subdirectory with 
the name of the ‘CLI file//GCM code//scenario code//year’ and writes the modified CLI file 
therein under its own name along with the required number of years of simulated data. Since 
users may be using a CLI name greater than four characters outside of DSSAT, a file name 
length of 20 characters is permitted. 
 

The simulated data files are named ccccnn01.WTG where cccc are the first four 
characters of the CLI name and nn the year number 01-99 to conform to DDSAT naming. 
This means that all files in a run with multiple CLI files carry the same names and are 
differentiated only by the directory in which they reside. Note that in MarkSim output these 
do not represent a series of years, but are replicates of the target year. 
 

MarkSim_standalone will search a directory for all the CLI files it contains. Other 
files in the directory are ignored. A maximum of 32,000 CLI files is allowed in each 
directory. If more than these are needed, then we suggest that you place them in multiple 
directories and call the EXE for each directory.  
 

On a reasonable PC, the EXE takes about 4 seconds to load the GCM regression data 
and exceeds the simulation run time by more than 106. This happens once for each directory 
call, so it is advantageous to place as many CLI files together as possible to minimize loading 
time. Placing a single CLI file in each directory and calling the EXE with a BAT that 
produces one simulation run per directory is therefore a  slow option. 
 
 
Error reporting 
 

  The EXE is designed to run in the DOS prompt and will hard stop and write error 
messages there. Many of these should never be seen by the user, they are listed for 
completeness. Text of the message listed here is red; variables within the message are blue, 
inserted text is green. 
 
  1. Error. ‘path’  is not a valid path      
  This may be the path to the data, to the CLI files, or it may be the path to the  

newly constructed directory to hold the results. The error can result if you do not put 
the drive in it.  

  2. Error. Unable to list directory, error code ret  
ret is the return code from a SYSTEM call in Visual Fortran and has the following 
values: 
1. The argument list is too long. 
2. The command interpreter cannot be found.  
3. The command interpreter file has an invalid format and is not executable. 
4. Not enough system resources are available to execute the command. 



The user should never see the first of these, but any of the others might occur if your 
machine configuration is not standard. 

  3. Error. Unable to open directory listing.  
 Probably due to errors 1 or 2 and so the user should not see this one. 
  4. Error. Unable to delete list file, error code, ret                 as error 2 
  5. Error. Incorrect arguments      obvious 
  6. Error. Path to GCM data longer than 80 chars          " 
  7. Error. Path to CLI directory longer than 80 chars         " 
  8. Error. GCM code longer than 3 chars           " 
  9. Error. Scenario code longer than 2 chars           " 
10. Error. Year for simulation out of range           " 
11. Error. Number of replicates out of range (1 to 99 allowed)        " 

‘f ield’           
  Field length exceeded 
11a. Error. Number of replicates out of range (1 to 99 allowed) 

n          
  number out of range 
12. Error. Too many digits for seed        
  Limit is 9 digits 
13. Error. Seed out of range                         

If it is specified, seed must be an odd integer greater than 0, but works best with four 
or more digits. 

14. Error. Unable to open ‘ filename’  
User should not see this unless a major corruption of the CLI file directory has 
occurred. 

15. Error. Unable to read ‘filename’ 
This is a general message denoting that something (unknown) is wrong with the 
indicated file. It may be empty, or corrupted in a way that the program cannot discern. 

16. Error. Cannot construct clx with an unrotated climate record - construct_clx 
 The user should never see this.  
17. Error. Radiation out of range in camdon, cannot be negative – camdon 

This can occasionally happen, but is highly unlikely. In fact, negative net radiation is 
possible and does happen in polar regions, but this is more likely to be a pathological 
effect in the Campbell Donatelli model. 

18. Error. Non-convergence in root – avs 
This is theoretically possible, but very rare. This indicates a failure in the recalculation 
of the avs parameters. In fact, the routine to calculate the root is very robust. 

19. Error. Av unusually high 
Never yet seen, but could happen. 

20. Error. Data file not available. Make sure path is correct 
The path to the GCM and MarkSim data is not correct and the relevant files could not 
be opened. 

21. Error. Reading GCM data, file integrity 
An error occurred reading the GCM data files. Try downloading again. 

22. Error. No GCM points within range 
This can happen in certain cases where a small island is missing from the file. It is 
rare. 



23. Error. Maths error in dcpmat or probit. 
This should be very rare. If it occurs please report it to p.jones@cgiar.org with the 
input file that produced it. 

24. Error. Writing WTG file. 
It is difficult to see how this could happen, but it might if creation of the subdirectory 
had failed. 

25. Error. Failure in reading 'filename’ 
 ‘record’ 

Could not read the designated CLI file. The offending record is shown after the error 
message. 

26. Error. Unable to open new CLI file ‘filename’ 
This is probably an error in creating the directory, and should have been caught earlier 

27. Error. Unable to write new CLI file.  
 As above 
28. Error, Too many CLI files in directory ‘path’ 

    (limit 32000) 
 
DSSAT CLI file description for MarkSim_standalone 

 
 The CLI file required for MarkSim_standalone is a reduced version of the standard 
DSSAT CLI file. It does not contain either the WGEN parameters, the RANGE CHECK VALUES, or 
the FLAGGED DATA COUNT. It therefore stops after the listing of MONTHLY AVERAGES. 
 
 MarkSim ignores many fields, but some are transferred to the new CLI file 
constructed with the future climate. 
 
*CLIMATE : PALMIRA-CIAT 
@ INSI      LAT     LONG  ELEV   TAV   AMP  SRAY  T MXY  TMNY  RAIY 
  PALM    3.500  -76.300   965  24.1  11.6 199.4  2 9.4  18.8  1147 

 
 In this line only the INSI, LAT, LONG  and ELEV fields are actually used. All the 
others are recalculated from the new climate. If necessary they can take the value –99.0  or –
99 and they will be replaced in the new file. 
 
@START  DURN  ANGA  ANGB REFHT WNDHT SOURCE 
     0     0  0.25  0.50  0.00  0.00 Calculated_fro m_daily_data 
@ GSST  GSDU 

1 365 
 

None of the values in these two lines are used, however they are transferred to the new 
file. The values shown here are the standard default values and should always be set to these 
if actual values are not available. The exception is the source field. This will be replaced with 
the relevant GCM model, scenario and simulation year information. 
 
*MONTHLY AVERAGES 
@MONTH  SAMN  XAMN  NAMN  RTOT  RNUM  SHMN 
     1  18.0  29.7  18.7  81.0   9.1 -99.0 
     2  18.0  29.8  18.8  75.0   7.8 -99.0 
   . . . . 
 

12  17.4  29.1  18.6 102.0  10.6 -99.0 
 

SAMN and RNUM are recalculated for the new file and can take the missing value 



–99.0 if desired. SHMN is not used and will be transferred to the new file. It is, however, read 
and needs to be present, even if only missing value. 
 
Selected weather data codes relevant to CLI as above 
 
 AMP     Temperature amplitude, monthly averages, C                             
AMTH     Angstrom 'a' coefficient, monthly, unitles s                           
ANGA     Angstrom 'a' coefficient, yearly, unitless                             
ANGB     Angstrom 'b' coefficient, yearly, unitless                             
BMTH     Angstrom 'b' coefficient, monthly, unitles s                           
DURN     Duration of summarization period for clima te files, Yr                
ELEV     Elevation, m                                                          
GSDU     Growing season duration, Day                                          
GSST     Growing season start day, Doy                                         
INSI     Institute and site code                                               
LAT      Latitude, degrees (decimals)                                          
LONG     Longitude, degrees (decimals)                                         
MTH      Month, #                                                              
NAMN     Temperature minimum,all days,monthly avera ge, C                       
RAIY     Rainfall, yearly total, mm                                            
REFHT    Reference height for weather measurements,  m                          
RNUM     Rainy days, # month-1                                                 
RTOT     Rainfall total, mm month-1                                            
SAMN     Solar radiation,all days,monthly average, MJ m-2 d-1                  
SHMN     Daily sunshine duration, monthly average, percent                     
SOURCE   Source of daily weather data, text                                    
SRAY     Solar radiation,yearly average, MJ m-2 day -1                          
START    Start of summary period for climate (CLI) files, Year 
TAV      Temperature average for whole year, C                                 
TMNY     Temperature minimum, yearly average, C                                
TMXY     Temperature maximum, yearly average,  
WIND     Daily wind speed (km d-1)                                             
WNDHT    Reference height for windspeed measurement s, m                        
XAMN     Temperature maximum,all days,monthly avera ge, C                       
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